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Table LOTUS 
Pure elegance, purity and architectural strength.

The authentic look gives the table LOTUS a strong expression – ideal for modern living spaces. 
The prominent frame and the extraordinary sloping table top are characteristic features, giving 
the table lightness at the same time robustness with high recognition value. 

Available in all solid wood types from vitamin design collection: European oak and knotted oak, 
ash, beech, core beech, American maple, walnut and cherry wood, treated with herbal oil.



RHOMBI-Butterfly lightness and refinement

Further development of the award-winning table Rhombi - selectable frame design, alumi-
nium or wood veneer. Moving table top with folding butterfly leaf hidden inside. The solid 
table top slightly tapered towards the bottom in combination with tilted rhombic legs gives 
the table excitement and originality. With folding butterfly leaf hidden inside, one-handed 
operation technology let‘s you reach a maximum length of 320 cm.
The table top extends on both sides and the position of legs always remains unchanged. 
Spacious legroom is ensured in every position.

The model RHOMBI can be supplied in the following wood types: European oak and knot-
ted oak, ash, beech, core beech, American maple, walnut and cherry wood, treated with 
herbal oil.



Table MARGO  
well-balanced bearing structure

The evolution of the multiple award-
winning table MARGO iF Deisgn 
Award, ICONIC AWARDS 2017 und 
German Design Award 2017. 

At first glance the graphic quality of 
the table‘s modern form appears. 
The structural elements are defi-
ned by clarity of line. The awarded 
design elements have been refined 
with a clear, minimalistic round or 
square table top made of solid wood 
or linoleum, completing the graphical 
expression. The edge profile is made 
by individual choice with straight or 
chamfered edge.

Available in all linoleum and solid wood types from 
vitamin design collection: European oak and knot-
ted oak, ash, beech, core beech, American maple, 
walnut and cherry wood, treated with herbal oil.



AMBIO 
Contemporary archetypical form with confident character

The rounded table top form combined with back-turning, slimming legs 
builds a harmonic unity. The table Ambio appeals unique and distinct not 
only in round, but also in oblong shape.
Coffee table, stool and storage furniture have a unique form, they comple-
ment the AMBIO series brilliantly. The elegant leg form lends easiness and 
airiness to the storage furniture while the internal space is purposefully de-
signed and offers generous storage. Customizable door panels in solid wood or glas gives the 
furniture an individual touch. Ambio fuses a harmonic and easy optics with the expedience of 
the furniture. The appearance and highly qualitative workmanship makes this furniture collec-
tion to an absolute eye catcher in your home.

The table Ambio had a harmonic modern 
appeal with a diagonal crossing frame, 
combined with a rounded form and the 
tapering legs on the international jury 
that bestowed the table with ICONIC 
AWARDS 2018: Innovative Interior Win-
ner.

Available in all solid wood types from 
vitamin design collection: European oak 
and knotted oak, ash, beech, core beech, 
American maple, walnut and cherry wood, 
treated with herbal oil.



CREO 
The unmistakable visual quality

The round solid wood form has a warm appeal and is ideal for a great di-
ning experience with your family and friends. The central pillar with its tra-
pezoid geometry is visually pleasing and offers lots of leg room. The clear 
lines convey elegance. On the 160 or 180 cm diameter solid wood table top 
is a Lazy Susan rotating tray with its decorative and functional design.

The design concept convinced the experts of the German Design Council 
for “German Design Award 2018: Winner” in the category “Excellent Pro-
duct Design”
Statement of the jury: The dis-
tinctive characteristic on the CREO 
table is its trapezoid-shaped un-
derframe which not only provides 
plenty of leg room and stability, 
but also lends the elegant table an 
unmistakable visual quality.

Available in all solid wood types 
from vitamin design collection: Eu-
ropean oak and knotted oak, ash, 
beech, core beech, American map-
le, walnut and cherry wood, treated 
with herbal oil.



LOCA 
Stylish and timelessly modern appearance

The rating „Special Mention“ honors works, which 
design have exceptionally great partial aspects or 
solutions – an award, that acknowledges the dedica-
tion of companies and designers. LOCA is an elegant 
table that fits perfectly into your dining room. An ingenious profile of the table 
top combined with round legs. The slanted edge creates a flowing transition 
between the table top and the legs. With its timely design, the table provides a 
classy ambience for every living room.

The design concept convinced the ex-
perts of the German Design Council for 
“German Design Award 2018: Special” in 
the category “Excellent Product Design”. 
Statement of the jury: With its clean 
forms, this table features a stylish and 
timelessly modern appearance, allowing 
it to fit in a wide range of interior design 
styles. LOCA also a winner of this year’s 
iF DESIGN AWARD, a world-renowned 
design prize.

Available in all solid wood types from vit-
amin design collection in standard or cus-
tom sizes from European oak and knotted 
oak, ash, beech, core beech, American 
maple, walnut and cherry wood, treated 
with herbal oil.




